Judlau Contracting, Inc. Announces Two New Projects in Illinois with a Combined Value of Nearly $37M

24 / 10 / 2017. Judlau, an OHL North America Company, has been awarded two new contracts in the City of Chicago for a combined total of $36.7M, reaffirming the company’s continued success and growth in the Midwest.

In August, Judlau was awarded a $19.4M contract by the Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT). The project includes ramp construction on I-290 (Eisenhower Expressway) to Outbound I-90/I-94 (Dan Ryan Expressway) in Chicago. Over 13 months Judlau will construct retaining walls and widen the ramp for future improvements that will reduce traffic and enhance travel. The company has a positive history with IDOT on previously completed projects and continues to reinforce this positive relationship on current projects to improve travel efficiency, including more than $105M worth of work on adjoining projects in the Southwest suburbs of Chicago which are scheduled for completion in the 1st quarter of 2019.

In September, Judlau was awarded its first contract for METRA, a major commuter railroad in the Chicago metropolitan area, valued at $17.3M. The 30-month project includes the removal, replacement, and rehabilitation of 11 Railroad Bridge structures in the heart of downtown Chicago.

“Our goal is to build and enhance transportation and highway infrastructure to improve the safety and mobility of cities like Chicago, where we’ve been present since 2014,” said Ashok Patel, CEO of North America. “We look forward to continuing our relationship with IDOT on this project and look forward to working with METRA to help make bridge improvements.”

For more than two decades Judlau has been successfully completing challenging and complex construction projects totaling nearly $5B. While many of these projects have been located in New York, where Judlau was founded and is headquartered, the company has grown in recent years to the Midwest, Mid-Atlantic and New England regions of the U.S.

About OHL North America, Inc.

OHL North America (OHL NA) merges global expertise and a 100+ year legacy with the latest innovations and a strong regional footprint to deliver North America’s most complex infrastructure and construction projects. The company has more than 2,400 engineering and construction professionals across the region and specializes in the design, financing, construction and modernization of highways, bridges, rail and transit systems, hospitals, schools, and large scale infrastructure projects. OHL NA is the North American division of international construction and concessions company Obrascon Huarte Lain, S.A. (OHL Group), headquartered in Madrid, Spain. OHL ranks among the Top 30 International Contractors, operates in over 30 countries across five continents. Follow OHL NA: LinkedIn: OHL North America, Facebook: OHL North America, Twitter: @OHLNorthAmerica, YouTube: OHL North America and Instagram: @ohlnorthamerica.
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